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Sharp Teeth Inkwell & Quill, LLC
"Vampires are the flickering
illusions of Hollywood. They don't
exist. We do. We are the Athanate.
For Amber Farrell, post-military life
as a PI has its ups and downs. She's
been hit by a truck. She's being
sued by a client. Denver's newest
drug lord just put out a contract on
her The sinister Athanate want her
to come in for a friendly chat. And
it's only Tuesday. Enter Jennifer
Kingslund, rich, gorgeous--a tough
businesswoman who's known for
getting what she wants in the
boardroom and the bedroom.
Someone's trying to sabotage her
new resort and destroy her
company--and she wants Amber to
find out who. The answers lead

Amber past Were and Adept, right
back to the Athanate--and a
centuries-old war that could
threaten not just Denver, but the
nation that Amber swore to protect
and serve. And all sides want to
claim her for their own..."--Back
cover.
Recipe for a Kinder Life Vintage
Instant New York Times bestselling sequel to
The Beautiful. Now in paperback. Following
the events of The Beautiful, Sébastien Saint
Germain is now cursed and forever changed.
The treaty between the Fallen and the
Brotherhood has been broken, and war
between the immortals seems imminent. The
price of loving Celine was costly. But Celine
has also paid a high price for loving Bastien.
Still recovering from injuries sustained during a
night she can't quite remember, her dreams are
troubled. And she doesn't know she has
inadvertently set into motion a chain of events
that could lead to her demise and unveil a truth
about herself she's not ready to learn. Forces
hiding in the shadows have been patiently
waiting for this moment. And just as Bastien
and Celine begin to uncover the danger around
them, they learn their love could tear them
apart.
Queen of Shadows Fiction Collective 2
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Amaliya Vezorak never believed in happy
endings. When Amaliya harnessed her
necromancer powers to defeat her greatest
enemy, she believed she had finally found a
happy ending with Cian, her lover and the
master of Austin. That happiness is short-lived
when the vampire ruling over San Antonio
attempts a takeover of Austin in order to capture
Amaliya and use her power for his own devices.
To make matters worse, Samantha, Cian’s ex-
fiancée, is seeing ghosts, the untested vampire
hunters of Austin are running scared as a
supernatural war looms, a mysterious man is
hunting Amaliya with the help of her one time
lover, Pete, and Rachon, the Summoner’s
favorite progeny, appears to be out for revenge.
When Amaliya’s grandmother, a powerful
medium, experiences terrible visions that reveal
there is another necromancer vampire and she is
crying out for help, Amaliya realizes happy
endings do not come easily.
AMORALMAN Bite Back
View our feature on Dianne Sylvan's
Queen of Shadows Meet Miranda
Grey—music and magic are in her blood.
Overwhelmed by her uncanny ability to
manipulate people's emotions through her
music, Miranda Grey comes to the
attention of vampire lord David Solomon.
Believing he can help bring her magic
under control, David discovers that
Miranda's powers may affect the vampire
world too...
The Living Room Pan Australia
From #1 New York Times bestselling author Brandon
Sanderson, Words of Radiance, Book Two of the
Stormlight Archive, continues the immersive fantasy
epic that The Way of Kings began. Expected by his
enemies to die the miserable death of a military slave,
Kaladin survived to be given command of the royal
bodyguards, a controversial first for a low-status
"darkeyes." Now he must protect the king and
Dalinar from every common peril as well as the
distinctly uncommon threat of the Assassin, all while
secretly struggling to master remarkable new powers
that are somehow linked to his honorspren, Syl. The

Assassin, Szeth, is active again, murdering rulers all
over the world of Roshar, using his baffling powers to
thwart every bodyguard and elude all pursuers.
Among his prime targets is Highprince Dalinar,
widely considered the power behind the Alethi
throne. His leading role in the war would seem reason
enough, but the Assassin's master has much deeper
motives. Brilliant but troubled Shallan strives along a
parallel path. Despite being broken in ways she refuses
to acknowledge, she bears a terrible burden: to
somehow prevent the return of the legendary
Voidbringers and the civilization-ending Desolation
that will follow. The secrets she needs can be found at
the Shattered Plains, but just arriving there proves
more difficult than she could have imagined.
Meanwhile, at the heart of the Shattered Plains, the
Parshendi are making an epochal decision. Hard
pressed by years of Alethi attacks, their numbers ever
shrinking, they are convinced by their war leader,
Eshonai, to risk everything on a desperate gamble with
the very supernatural forces they once fled. The
possible consequences for Parshendi and humans
alike, indeed, for Roshar itself, are as dangerous as
they are incalculable. Other Tor books by Brandon
Sanderson The Cosmere The Stormlight Archive The
Way of Kings Words of Radiance Edgedancer
(Novella) Oathbringer The Mistborn trilogy
Mistborn: The Final Empire The Well of Ascension
The Hero of Ages Mistborn: The Wax and Wayne
series Alloy of Law Shadows of Self Bands of
Mourning Collection Arcanum Unbounded Other
Cosmere novels Elantris Warbreaker The Alcatraz vs.
the Evil Librarians series Alcatraz vs. the Evil
Librarians The Scrivener's Bones The Knights of
Crystallia The Shattered Lens The Dark Talent The
Rithmatist series The Rithmatist Other books by
Brandon Sanderson The Reckoners Steelheart
Firefight Calamity At the Publisher's request, this title
is being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.
The First Binding Marque
From the internationally best-selling author of
Fatherland and the Cicero Trilogy--a chilling
and dark new thriller unlike anything Robert
Harris has done before. 1468. A young priest,
Christopher Fairfax, arrives in a remote
Exmoor village to conduct the funeral of his
predecessor. The land around is strewn with
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ancient artefacts--coins, fragments of glass,
human bones--which the old parson used to
collect. Did his obsession with the past lead to
his death? Fairfax becomes determined to
discover the truth. Over the course of the next
six days, everything he believes--about
himself, his faith, and the history of his
world--will be tested to destruction.
Miss Peregrine's Home for Peculiar Children
Macmillan
Read the #1 New York Times best-selling
series before it continues in A Map of Days.
Bonus features � Q&A with author Ransom
Riggs � Eight pages of color stills from the
film � Sneak preview of Hollow City, the
next novel in the series A mysterious island.
An abandoned orphanage. A strange
collection of very curious photographs. It all
waits to be discovered in Miss Peregrine’s
Home for Peculiar Children, an unforgettable
novel that mixes fiction and photography in a
thrilling reading experience. As our story
opens, a horrific family tragedy sets sixteen-
year-old Jacob journeying to a remote island
off the coast of Wales, where he discovers the
crumbling ruins of Miss Peregrine’s Home
for Peculiar Children. As Jacob explores its
abandoned bedrooms and hallways, it
becomes clear that the children were more
than just peculiar. They may have been
dangerous. They may have been quarantined
on a deserted island for good reason. And
somehow—impossible though it seems—they
may still be alive. A spine-tingling fantasy
illustrated with haunting vintage
photography, Miss Peregrine’s Home for
Peculiar Children will delight adults, teens,
and anyone who relishes an adventure in the
shadows. “A tense, moving, and wondrously
strange first novel. The photographs and text
work together brilliantly to create an
unforgettable story.”—John Green, New

York Times best-selling author of The Fault in
Our Stars “With its X-Men: First Class-meets-
time-travel story line, David Lynchian
imagery, and rich, eerie detail, it’s no
wonder Miss Peregrine’s Home for Peculiar
Children has been snapped up by Twentieth
Century Fox. B+”—Entertainment Weekly
“‘Peculiar’ doesn’t even begin to cover
it. Riggs’ chilling, wondrous novel is already
headed to the movies.”—People “You’ll
love it if you want a good thriller for the
summer. It’s a mystery, and you’ll race to
solve it before Jacob figures it out for
himself.”—Seventeen
The Damned MIRA
The untold story of the heretical thinkers who
dared to question the nature of our quantum
universe Every physicist agrees quantum
mechanics is among humanity's finest scientific
achievements. But ask what it means, and the
result will be a brawl. For a century, most
physicists have followed Niels Bohr's
Copenhagen interpretation and dismissed
questions about the reality underlying quantum
physics as meaningless. A mishmash of solipsism
and poor reasoning, Copenhagen endured, as
Bohr's students vigorously protected his legacy,
and the physics community favored practical
experiments over philosophical arguments. As a
result, questioning the status quo long meant
professional ruin. And yet, from the 1920s to
today, physicists like John Bell, David Bohm, and
Hugh Everett persisted in seeking the true
meaning of quantum mechanics. What Is Real? is
the gripping story of this battle of ideas and the
courageous scientists who dared to stand up for
truth.
Blessed Fury Raven Books
Recipe for a Kinder Life is like getting a big hug from
your nanna. It's wholesome, comforting and
nourishing. Our yearning to rekindle a deeper
connection with the land and each other is stronger
now than ever. Where to start the journey lies within
these pages.' Indira Naidoo 'The anti-celebrity chef
Annie Smithers brings a cook's palate, a grower's
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heart and a poet's soul to bear in the moving, practical,
inspiring story of her life. It's the how-to (and how-to-
not!) book I wish I'd read before starting my own
kitchen garden, complete with hothouse tips,
philosophy and all the recipes you may ever need.'
Matthew Evans 'This is a deeply honest and personal
story of a love of the land and food. Annie takes us,
warts and all, on her sustainable journey of cultivation
and cooking. Her respect for the land is evident by the
barrowload.' Paul Bangay OAM In this generous
account of life on the land and in the kitchen,
trailblazing cook Annie Smithers chronicles her quest
for a more sustainable existence, in harmony with the
environment and the self. Part meditation, part
memoir, the book offers practical advice and wisdom
gleaned from a life dedicated to seasonal food and
living lightly on the ground beneath her feet. Annie's
story spans thirty years of productive gardens and
kitchens across country Victoria. Now settled on a
plot of land in Lyonville, which she farms for her
family and her restaurant, du Fermier, she shares her
hard-won lessons: setting up du Fermier, the gardens
and the buildings on the farm; working with the
weather, water and resident animals; and seeking the
emotional stability so often elusive amid the crushing
pressures of the restaurant industry. Recipes that
celebrate the harvested produce and local environs
accompany each step of the journey. Recipe for a
Kinder Life offers a guiding hand for anyone, from the
city to the regions, who yearns to live more gently. It is
about caring for land and reaping the bounty. But at
its heart, it reveals that the key to living a sustainable
life is finding the best way to sustain yourself.
The Bone Clocks Quirk Books
Welcome to P.U.P.I.—Private, Unaffiliated,
Paranormal Investigations A handpicked
team trained to solve crimes the regular police
can't touch—crimes of magic. My name's
Bonnie Torres. Recent college grad, magic
user and severely unemployed. Until I got a
call out of nowhere to interview for a job I
hadn't applied for. It smelled fishy, but the
brutal truth was I needed the work—so off I
went. Two days later I'm a PUPI—me and
Nick, Sharon, Nifty and Pietr. Five
twentysomethings, thrown into an entirely
new career in forensic magic. The first job we

get is a doozy: proving that the deaths of two
Talents were murder, not suicide. Worse,
there are high-profile people who want us to
close up shop and go away. We're sniffing out
things they'd rather keep buried. Looks as if
this job is gonna get interesting. The only
problem is, we're making it up as we go
along⋯.
The Replacement McGraw Hill Professional
Learn how to detect any corporate sleight of
hand—and gain the upper hand with smart
investing Investing expert John Del Vecchio
and “Motley Fool” Tom Jacobs offer a
compelling arguement that the secret to stock-
market success today isn’t finding the next
Google or eBay, but avoiding the next AIG or
Enron. To that end, they offer simple, clear
techniques for detecting when and how
legitimate companies make their numbers
look better than they are. What's Behind the
Numbers? offers seven rules for finding
companies playing with—rather than by—the
numbers and explains how to avoid losing
money by determining exactly when a stock is
about to head south. John Del Vecchio, CFA,
serves as a Principal of Ranger Alternative
Management and principal of Parabolix
Research, Inc. Tom Jacobs is lead advisor for
the Motley Fool Special Ops, a stock service
where he manages a special situations and
opportunistic portfolio. He is cofounder of
Complete Growth Investor LLC.
Someone Should Save Her Penguin
MacKayla Lane’s life is good. She has great
friends, a decent job, and a car that breaks down
only every other week or so. In other words,
she’s your perfectly ordinary twenty-first-
century woman. Or so she thinks . . . until
something extraordinary happens. When her
sister is murdered, leaving a single clue to her
death–a cryptic message on Mac’s cell
phone—Mac journeys to Ireland in search of
answers. The quest to find her sister’s killer
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draws her into a shadowy realm where nothing is
as it seems, where good and evil wear the same
treacherously seductive mask. She is soon faced
with an even greater challenge: staying alive long
enough to learn how to handle a power she had
no idea she possessed—a gift that allows her to see
beyond the world of man, into the dangerous
realm of the Fae. . . . As Mac delves deeper into
the mystery of her sister’s death, her every move
is shadowed by the dark, mysterious Jericho, a
man with no past and only mockery for a future.
As she begins to close in on the truth, the ruthless
Vlane—an alpha Fae who makes sex an addiction
for human women–closes in on her. And as the
boundary between worlds begins to crumble,
Mac’s true mission becomes clear: find the
elusive Sinsar Dubh before someone else claims
the all-powerful Dark Book—because whoever
gets to it first holds nothing less than complete
control of the very fabric of both worlds in their
hands. . . . Look for all of Karen Marie Moning’s
sensational Fever novels: DARKFEVER |
BLOODFEVER | FAEFEVER | DREAMFEVER |
SHADOWFEVER | ICED | BURNED |
FEVERBORN | FEVERSONG
Earth Abides Dell
"Daniel Faust, Las Vegas sorcerer and career criminal,
has never pulled the trigger on an innocent man.
When the infernal Prince Sitri challenges him to do
just that, though, he can't walk away. His lover,
Caitlin, is Sitri's right hand...and if Daniel refuses the
job, he'll never see her again."--Page 4 of cover.
Nightmare Alley St. Martin's Press
Stanton Carlisle, employed as a carny at a travelling
circus watches their freak-show geek - an abject
alcoholic, the object of the voyeuristic crowd's gleeful
disgust and derision - and wonders how a man could
fall so low. There's no way in hell, he vows, that
anything like that will ever happen to him. Unlike the
tragic figure he sees before him, Stan is young, clever
and ambitious and quick to learn from the other
carnival acts. Initially teaming up with a beautiful but
vulnerable woman as part of a double act in which he
mesmerises her, Stan soon leaves his circus days
behind him, becoming a successful spiritualist who
exploits the weak and the wealthy. But even the very
best con men can meet their match.... Nightmare

Alley is a forgotten classic of Depression-era America,
a brilliant, horrifying, compulsive journey into the true
darkness of the human mind.
Dead and Kicking Thomas Nelson
Amy Clarke’s dreams are coming true—and
that’s the problem. Legal secretary by day,
romance novelist by night, Amy Clarke lives with
a precious secret. For years, she has traveled to a
holy place in her dreams—a sublime place she
calls the Living Room. When she awakes, her
faith and energy are supernaturally restored. And
when she dreams, she receives vibrant inspiration
for her novels. As she begins to write her third
book, the nature of her dreams shifts. Gone are
the literary signposts. Instead, her dreams are
studded with scenes that foreshadow real life.
Before long, the scenes begin to spill over into her
waking hours too. As Amy becomes entangled in
a high stakes case at work, her visions take on a
dark hue—implicating someone dear to her,
causing her to question everything. And
convincing her to trust someone with his own
shadowy secrets. Things are not always what they
seem. But as fiction, dreams, and real life begin to
overlap, Amy must stop dreaming and act to
prevent tragedy. “With deft sleight of hand,
wonderful characterization, and carefully layered
plots, Robert Whitlow has crafted a gripping
story about the mysteries of God’s power to
shelter the people he loves.”—Erin Healy,
author of Afloat
Sleight of Hand: An Amber Farrell Novel
Random House
A best-selling collection of stories focusing on
portrayals of the searching and the disaffected of
modern-day America offers a trenchant
combination of wit, empathy, and intelligence.
Reprint. 100,000 first printing. NYT. PW.
The Truth About Lies Houghton Mifflin
Harcourt
Blindsight is the Hugo Award–nominated novel
by Peter Watts, "a hard science fiction writer
through and through and one of the very best
alive" (The Globe and Mail). Two months have
past since a myriad of alien objects clenched
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about the Earth, screaming as they burned. The
heavens have been silent since—until a derelict
space probe hears whispers from a distant comet.
Something talks out there: but not to us. Who
should we send to meet the alien, when the alien
doesn't want to meet? Send a linguist with
multiple-personality disorder and a biologist so
spliced with machinery that he can't feel his own
flesh. Send a pacifist warrior and a vampire
recalled from the grave by the voodoo of
paleogenetics. Send a man with half his mind gone
since childhood. Send them to the edge of the
solar system, praying you can trust such freaks
and monsters with the fate of a world. You fear
they may be more alien than the thing they've
been sent to find—but you'd give anything for
that to be true, if you knew what was waiting for
them. . . . At the Publisher's request, this title is
being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.
Start Learning Magic Tricks St. Martin's Press
One day Sophie comes home from school to
find two questions in her mail: "Who are
you?" and "Where does the world come
from?" Before she knows it she is enrolled in a
correspondence course with a mysterious
philosopher. Thus begins Jostein Gaarder's
unique novel, which is not only a mystery, but
also a complete and entertaining history of
philosophy.
Blindsight Macmillan
"Now... we bite back."A wild ride of Special Ops
attacks, unwinnable werewolf challenges,
terrifying magical powers, insane Athanate
politics and the discovery of a fanatic, anti-
paranormal cult. Amber has to race from the
Mexican desert to the swamps of Louisiana to
battle past mutant shifters, and make ill-
considered alliances with old enemies to take on
an evil witch queen.She has one card up her
sleeve: she can embrace the darkness that is her
inheritance and use the unholy power of a
forgotten spirit world god.But nothing is free.
Will it cost her life, or only her soul?

Pretty When She Kills Thames & Hudson
Australia
A Scarecrow novella from Australia's
favourite novelist, author of the Jack West Jr
series and new novel The One Impossible
Labyrinth out now. It is an island that doesn't
appear on any maps. A secret place, where
classified experiments have been carried out.
Experiments that have gone terribly wrong.
Four crack special forces units are dropped in.
One of them is a team of Marines, led by
Captain Shane Schofield, call-sign:
SCARECROW. Nothing can prepare
Schofield's team for what they find there. You
could say they've just entered hell. But that
would be wrong. This is much, much worse.
Fans of Clive Cussler, Tom Clancy and
Michael Crichton will love Matthew Reilly.
GET MORE SCARECROW IN: ICE
STATION, AREA 7, SCARECROW AND
SCARECROW AND THE ARMY OF
THIEVES
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